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O. Introduction 

Since the generative-transformational theory of language was introd uced in the descriptiolT 

of the Korean language, there have been a number of readable papers dealing with the 

negation of the language_ Important enough, in my view, to be mentioned in the present 

study are S. H. Park (1967), S. C. Song (1967 and 1971) , H. B. Lee (1970a and b), and 

C.K_ Oh (971) . Although each of these papers involves some misconceptions about 

Korean negation, we can hardly deny the fact that they have made great contributions. 

toward unravel ing many previously unsolved problems in negation. 

The purpose of the present paper is to discuss some problems in the description of 

Korean negation by making a brief survey of the papers mentioned above, rather than to· 

propose a new framework or to present new linguistic facts for negativiza tion in the· 

language. Consider the following sentences: 

1. (a) ai-ka ani ca-nin-ta. 

baby not sleep 

o}o17} O,};;t,} 4. 

'The baby does not sleep_' 

( b) ai-ka ca-ci ani ha-nin ta. 

baby sleep not do 

O}ol7} ;;t}A1 ?£~ 4. 
'The baby does not sleep.' 

Let us call sentence 1(a) Type A negative sentence, and sentence 1(b) T ype B negative 

sentence; of course, the sentences in 1 are synonymous with each other. We will see therr 

- 6 0 -
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-how the fo ur writers differ in their descriptions of the sentences In 1. In discussing the 

four writers, the readers have to keep in mind, in particular, the following two issues: 

CA) the position of the element Neg in deep structure 

(B) the question of whether or not the verb ha exists in deep structure 

For the sake of brevity, some simplification as well as modification will be done to 

-structural diagrams as long as they do not confuse the issue. 

1. Soon Ham Park 

Following the proposal made m Park (1967), we would represent the underlying 

:structure of 1 as in 2: s 
2. ----------------------------~"'" -vP------------------------. 

i\P Neg 

v Ending 

~ I Mr 
ntn 1;'1 

J J ca 

To generate sentences in 1 from 2, Park, first of all, moves the postsentential element 

eg between the verb ca and the sentence Ending (let us call the rule which performs this 

function Neg Placement- I). Then there is an 'optional' transformation whose function is 

to move again the element Neg to the front of the verb ca (let us call this rule Neg 

Placement-2). Because the Neg Placement-2 rule is an optional transformation, when it is 

not applied to the phrase marker which has already undergone the obligatory Neg-Placement 

- 1 rule, the so-called CI-Nominalization transformation nominalizes the main verb ca of the 

sentence. After that, a rule called Ha-Supplement inserts a new main verb ha between Neg 

and Ending, thus completing the derivation of the Type B negative sentence 1 ( b) . On 

.the other hand, when the optional Neg Placement-2 rul~ is applied to the structure, then 

.the resulting sentence is the Type A negative sentence 1(a). 

In Lee (1970a and b) , the writer points out that Park's description of Korean negation 

js incorrect in its fundamental assumption: that is, we cannot simply nominalize the main 

verb of a sentence and then introduce a new main verb in that sentence. If we are 

allowed to do so, why can't we derive sentence 4 from sentence 3 (whose deep structure, 

of course, contains a special marker) in the manner Park derives a Type B negative 

sentence? 
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3. na-nin ca-nin-ta. 

1 sleep 

Y- ~ ;<J'4. 

'1 sleep.' 

4. na-nin ca-ki silh-ta. 

I sleep dislike 

Y- ~ ;<}7] 1J '4. 

'1 dislike sleeping.' 

Language Research Vo!. 8, No . 2 

First, nominalize the main verb ca of the sentence 3 with the nominalizer ki, and then 

introduce a new main verb silh in the sentence. 1 believe that one who cannot accept the 

derivation of sentence 4 in the way described above cannot also accept Park's derivation 

of the T ype B negative sentence. 

2. Seok Chung Song 

While Park assigns a single underlying structure to both sentences in 1, Song(I97l) 

assigns two separate deep structures to them: 5 for l (a), and 6 for I(b) . 

5. s 6. s 

~ 
Neg NP ~ 

I\ f ~ l V 

s 

\ ai 

----------r r 
ca-n in ·ta ai ai ca Cta ) ha·nin· ta 

The transformation called Neg Placement moves the presentential element Neg to the 

preverbal position: in 5, before the verb ca, but in 6, before the verb ha. 0 further 

rule is required for the derivation of the Type A negative sentence l(a) from 5, but for 

the derivation of l(b) from 6 we need three more rul s: (l) ki-Nominalization to nomi

nalize the embedded sentence of 6; (2) Equi-NP Deletion to delete the embedded subject 

ai, and a morphophonemic rule to convert ki into ci in case ki occurs before Neg. 

The primary objection to Song's analysis of Korean negat ion comes from the fact that 

he assigns two separate underlying structures to synonymous sentences, although Song 

claims l(b) "is a little more emphatic than" Ha) (Song 1971: 64) . However, 1 believe his 
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claim that 6 underlies sen tence lCb) is fundamentaIly correct. 

3. Hong Bae Lee 

In Lee (1970a and b), the writer asserts that the underlying structure of sentences irr 

1 should be represented as in 7. ( In Song's description, the verb ha appears only in the' 

underlying structure of a T ype B nega tive sentence like l(b), but Lee claims that T 

underlies both sentences in 1. ) 

7. 

NP 

NP 
5 

NP VP 

Neg v 

I 
ai ai ca ha ( nin -ta)· 

As to the derivation of sentences in 1, there is an 'optional' Neg- Transportation transfor

mation, which moves the element Neg to the higher sentence. For example, if it applies. 

to 7, then 7 will be converted into 8. 

8. s 

VP 
NP 

!-IP 

I 
ca h a ( nin -la ) 

8 is an intermediate phrase marker for the T ype B negative sentence I(b)- To complete

the derivation of lCb) , we first apply ki-Nominalization (or Complementation) to nominalize

the embedded verb, and then Equi-NP Deletion to delete the subject of the embedded 

sentence_ On the other hand, if the optional Neg- Transportation transformation does not 

apply to 7, a new rule called ha-Deletion deletes the verb ha. The application of Equi-NP' 

Deletion completes the generation of the T ype A negative sentence l ea) . 

Furthermore, the writer argues that, if the verb is a 'stative' verb (cf. Lakof£(l967)),. 
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-then the deep structure of the negative sentence would have the structure of the subject 

·complementation CLee 1970a and b) . For example, Lee proposes that 10 be the underlying 

:structure of the sentences in 9. 

9. Ca) ai-ka ani-yeppj-ta . 

baby not pretty 

o}o17} ~ ojJ ~~ r:f. 

]0. 

'The baby is not pretty.' 

Cb) ai-ka yeppj-ci ani-ha-ta. 

baby pretty not be 

o}o17} ojJ ~ Al ~r:f -

'The baby is not pretty.' 

NP 

I s 

., 

s 

--v 
I 

vepp; 

VP 

T o derive sentence 9Cb) from 10, we first apply Neg- Transportation , thus changing 10 

I nto 11. Next , ki-Nominalization nominalizes the embedded verb. 
s 

11. 

VP 

-------------Neg V 

NP vI> 

I / 
. i veppi ha Cta) 

To derivt! sentence 9Ca) from 10, however, only ha-Deletion applies to 10. To invalidate 

Lee's proposal on Korean negation summarized above, the following two premises have to 

be proved valid: 

CA) : the verb ha is not a Neg-transportable verb. 

CB) ; the verb ha does not exist in deep structure_ 

In particular, the premise CB) , if proved valid, can be a crucial blow to Lee's analysis of 
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-K orean negation. Even though one proves that the verb ha is not a Neg-transportable 

-verb, however, it cannot totally invalidate Lee's proposal, because there is still an '"alter-

native approach without damaging his fundamental framework: Lee could choose 8 and 11 

"as the underlying structures of 1 and 9, respectively, and still keep the verb ha in' deep 

--structure. 

4. Choon Kyu Oh 

In his interesting paper (Oh 1971) , Mr Oh proposes that the underlying structure of 

lthe sen tences in 1 be 12. s 
12. 

v 
:-JP 

I 
s 

r v 

I 
31 ca 

Neg 

(Specification of tense is here omitted, as it is irrelevant to the question under 

,consideration.) What is peculiar to Oh' s analysis of Korean negation is that he considers 

the element Neg to be a predicate, following the proposal made by generative semantists. 

( eg as a predicate was originally suggested by George Lakoff ( 1970) . ) 

Oh derives the Type A negative sentence 1 (a) by lowering Neg to the embedded 

"'Sentence and attaching it to the left of the verb ca; the transformation which performs 

"this function is called Neg- Incorporation. But he generates the Type B negative sentence 1 

(b) by adding the verb ha to the right of Neg with the so-called ha-Addition transformation, 

whose purpose is quite similar to Park's Ha-Supplement, and by nominalizing the embedded 

:sentence. The resulting phrase marker would be as in 13: 

13. s 

r v 

~ 
V V 

s 

---------------NP V 

I I 
~ i o::a-c i 

Nell 
h. 
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5. The Verb ha 

In his paper, Mr. Oh takes a number of pages to prove the ' illegitimacy' of Lee's ; 

description of Korean negation, wh ich he calls the NEG-TRANSPORT ATION (abbreviated' 

as NT) approach. Then he presents an example of a Neg-transportable verb, for example, 

sayngkakhata 'to th ink', to demonstra te the cha racteristics of a real NT verb. "There are 

two readings of sayngkakhata: an NT reading and a non-NT reading. These two readings . 

are syntactically marked in Korean wi th different nominalizers: ko with an NT reading and 

nin kes with a non-NT reading" (Oh 1971: 48) . Consider the following sentences: 

14. na-nin John-ka tases sikan pakkey (nin) kongpuhayessta-ko sayngkakha-ci ani-hayess-
I five hour only studied Nom think not did 

ta. 

t.t ~ ~o] t:f~ J-]:{} ~{oJ] (~) .:g--¥-~ t:f2.. .A~;q--8-};1.] ~~t:f . 

'I did not think that John studied more than five hours.' 

15. *na- nin John-ka tases sikan pakkey nin kongpuhayessta-nin kes-lil say ngkakha-ci 
I fi ve hour only studied Nom think 

ani-hayessta. 
not did 

* t.t~ ~o] t:f~J-] :{} !:/{oJ] ~ .:g--¥-5!l. r:.J- ~ ~~ .A~;q--8-};>'] el~ r:.J- . 

Note tha t embedded sentences of 14 and 15 both contain special adverbial ph r2 s : tases 

sikan pakkey nin 'only five hours', which can onl y be used in a negati ve sentence as in 16 . . 

(C£. Oh 1971: 49) 

16. (a) John-ka tases sikan pakkey kongpu-ha-ci ani-hayessta. 
fi ve hour only study not did 

~o] t:f~ J-j:u- !:/{oJ] .:g--¥--8-} ;>.] ~~t:f . 

'John studied not more than fi ve hours. ' 

( b) *John-ka tases sikan pakkey kongpu-hayessta . 
fi ve hour only studied 

*~o] r:.J- ~).1:U- !:/.j-oJl .:g--¥-5!l. r:.J-. 

The reason that sentence 14 is grammatical, even though it contains an embedded _ 

sentence which is ungrammatical when used independently (cf. 16(b)), is that in deep · 

structure the element Neg actually ex ists in the embedded sentence, but it is moved to the 

higher sentence by the NEG-TRANSPORTATION transformation. Mr. Oh, however, . 

points out that the ungrammaticality lof sentence 15 is due to the non-NT characteristic 

of sayngkakhata with the nominalizer nin kes. But his a rgument is not persuasive; the non

transportability of Neg in 15, I believe, is not due to the non-NT characteristic of the : 
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verb sayngkakhata, but due to the syntactic characteristic of nin kes itself. That is, no 

complement sentence wi th nin kes allows the element Neg to escape from it. Maeng-Sung 

Lee (1968: 15-9) points out tha t nin kes has two generative sources: one from ko ha-nin 

kes, and the other from ko malha-nin kes (d. 18(a) and (b)) . 

17. ki-ka imakhoy-ey ka-nin-ta-nin kes-ka isangha- ta. 
he concert go strange 

.:1.7)- g ce.r~ 01] .:tl-4 ~ ~ 0] 0]--'J-"8-)- t1-. 

'That he it going to the concert is strange.' 

18. (a) ki-ka imakhoy-ey ka-nin-ta-ko ha-nin kes-ka isangha-ta 
he concert go strange 

.:1. 0]7)- g ce.r§]o1] .:tl-4JL ii)-~ ~o] 0]--'J-ii)-4. 

'That he is going to the concert is strange.' 

Cb) ki-ka imakhoy-ey ka-nin-ta-ko malha-nin kes-ka isangha-ta. 
he concert go say strange 

.:1. 0]7)- g ce.r§]o1] .:tl-4JL PJ:ii}~ ~o] 0].l.J-ii}4. 

'That he says that he is going to the concert is strange.' 

Thus, the non-transportability of Neg in 15 is not that the verb syngkakhata has a non

NT reading with nin kes, but in deep structure either the quotative formative ha (d . M .S. 

Lee 1968: 15) or the verb malha interferes with the application of Neg- Transportation. 

Then, he goes on to say that since Neg- Transportation is an optional rule as is shown 

by the grammaticali ty of both sentences of 14 and 16, "If hata is an NT verb, then 

sentence 20 should also be grammatical." (Oh 1971: 50) 

19. na-nin John-ka tases sikan pakkey (nin) kongpuha-ci ani-hayess-ta-ko sayngkakha-
I five hour only study not did think 

nin-ta. 

'-t~ ~o] 4~ .l.];j- !l.fo1lC~) -ti-lf-ii)-;<.] ~~4JL A~~~l-4. 

'I think that John has studied not more than five hours.' 

20. *ai-ka ani ca-ki (lit) hanta. 
child not sleep do 

*0)-0]7)- OJ:;;t)-7] (~) ~4. 

'The baby does not sleep.' 

I find an apparent logical leap in his associa tion of the ungrammaticality of 20 with the 

optional characteristic of Neg- Transportation. At any rate, what Mr. Oh is trying to say is 

that Lee's 'obligatory' ha-Deletion is not motivated in Korean syntax: uIf Korean has 

obligatory ha-Del, the grammar cannot ex plain the difference in grammaticality between" 
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COh 1971: 50, fn. 3) 21 and 22. 

21. *i kong-ka ttwi-ki-lil hanta. 
ball bounce do 

*01 -%01 !J'171 ~ ~4. 

'This ball does bounce.' 

22. i kong-ka ttwi-ki-nin hanta. 
ball bounce. do 

01 -%01 !J'171 ~ ~4. 
'This ball does at least bounce'. 

The reason that he claims Lee's ha-Deletion is unmotivated is that the rule deletes the 

verb ha from the perfectly grammatical sentence 22, because the verb is not preceded by 

Neg. But I believe Mr. Oh misunderstands the facts of the language. Consider the 

following sentence: 

23. i kong-ka ttwi-k i-nin ttwi-nin-ta. 
ball bounce bounce 

01 -%01 !J'171 ~ ~4. 
'This ball does at least bounce. ' 

Obviously, 22 and 23 are synonymous, and they are also transformationally relatedCcf . Lee 

1970a) . Even Mr. Oh, who derives sentences like 22 with the help of his ha-Addition rule, 

would not want to have another 'addition' transformation something like ttwi-Addition for 

sentences like 23 Ccf. Oh 1971: 58). Accordingly, if he accepts the facts that 22 and 23 

are synonymous and that they are transformationally related Cbut, if he comes up with 

evidence that 22 and 23 are not related with each other, then my argument probably does 

not hold), he is left to choose, in my opinion, one of the following two alternatives: 

CA) derive 23 from 22 by substituting the verb ha in 22 with its preceding verb ttwi: 

that is, 22 precedes 23 in the derivation; 

CB) derive 22 from 23 by substituting the second identical verb ttwi with the verb ha: 

that is, 23 precedes 22 in the derivation. 

If we have to choose CB), then Mr. Oh's claim that "The ha-ADDIT rule is needed· ·· 

when contextual particles··· are attached to the verb" collapses. Before we determine which 

alternative, either CA) or CB), is to be preferred, . let us think of a problem in English. 

Consider the following sentences: 

24. Ca) I will run if you run. 

Cb) I will run if you do. 
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The relationship between 24 (a) and 24 (b) can be described in terms of either (C) or ( D) : 

(C) 24(a) is derived from 24 (b) by substituting the verb do with its preceding verb run; 

CD) 24 Cb) is derived from 24 Ca) by substituting the second identical verb run with the 

PRO verb do . 

H one is asked to choose either (C) or (D) in explaining the relation between 24 (a) 

and Cb) , one will choose CD) without hesitation. 

There are many syntactic processes which substitute some construction with an appro

priate PRO form Ce.g., pronominalization) . I believe that the verb ha in 22 is just like the 

English PRO verb do and is different from the verb ha in normal negative sentences such 

as 1 (b) . Thus, the alternative that we are most likely to choose is CB); this means that 

Oh' s ha-Addition is 'illegitimate' in this respect. Furthermore, his claim that Lee's 

obligatory ha-Deletion would delete the verb ha in sentences such as 22 turns out to be 

fallacious. 

Then, Mr. Oh talks of Kartunnen's A verbs and B verbs: "When an A verb occurs 

in the predicate of a matrix sentence, the following conditions obtain: 

(a) The subject of a matrix verb and that of a constituent sentence are necessarily the 

same; 

(b) the embedded verb is tenseless in the deep structure; 

(c) time adverbials cannot remain in the embedded sentence; 

(d) negating or interrogating the matrix verb implies the same also with respect to the 

embedded verb, etc." (Oh 1971: 51) 

The verb ha in sentences like l(b) , he claims, has these characteristics of A verbs, while 

the typical NT verb sayngkakhata has the characteristics of B verbs. This fact seems to 

indicate that the verb ha is not a real NT verb, as Mr. Oh suggests; in this sense, Lee's 

claim that (7) and CIO) with the element Neg in their embedded sentences underly sen

tences in Cl) and (9) , respectively, is incorrect. As I said before, however, the proof 

that the verb ha is not a neg-transportable verb cannot totally invalidate Lee's analysis 

of the negation, because Lee can still regard (8) and Cl1) as the underlying structures 

of ( l) and (9) , keeping- the verb ha in deep structure. Interestingly enough, Oh's 

findings with regard to the verb ha seem to support Lee's proposal on ha. 

Nobody can deny the fact that Oh ' s ha-Addition and Park' ha-Supplement have as their 

origin the English do-Support (do-Insertion, do-Addition, or whatever name you would use) 

transformation, which is responsible for the generation of sentences like 25. 
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25. Ca) I do not like Lee's analysis of Korean negation. 

Cb) Do you agree with Mr. Lee? 

This English verb do is a semantically empty verb, just carrying a tense marker and a 

person marker. As far as I know, no one talks of this English do belonging to A verbs, 

B verbs, or anything else. The verb ha, however, swarms with syntactic characteristics 

such as those listed on t~e preceding page. I wonder how Mr. Oh incorporates 'transfor· 

mationally' these bits of syntactic information concerning the verb ha in a phrase marker. 

We will see later some semantic characteristics of the verb ha, which Mr. Oh himself 

points out. 

I have omitted some of his criticisms of Lee's description of Korean negation, which 1 

believe are irrelevant to the discussion of the two questions I raised on page 8. 

Next, Mr. Oh raises a sharp question: "What then is the theoretical implication of 

postulating hata as a h igher predicate of every sentence?" COh 1971: 55) Then, he presents 

as an example an interesting but hard· to-understa nd sample conversation between two 

speakers: 

Speaker A: John-ka i yak-lil mek-ci ani-ha-myen ettehkey ha-lkkayo? 
medicine ea t not do if what do 

~o] 0] ~% ~ A] ?:§.£. ~ oJ ~ 71] W7J} JL ? 

' What if John will not take this medicine?' 

Speaker B: John-ka mek-ci ani-ha-ci mos-ha-ci ani-ha-Ikkayo? 
eat not do not do not do 

~o] ~A] t$A] "*i>rA] ?f~ 7JrJL? 

'Wouldn't it be unreasonable to expect that John would not take this medicine? ' 

(Oh 1971:55-56) 

Frankly speaking, I could not have even guessed the meaning of the sentence Speaker 

B said if Mr. Oh had not helped with his English translation. Moreover, no one I have 

consulted seems to be able to determine the meaning of Speaker B sentence, as Mr. Oh 

has done. I think we have to ditinguish a grammatical sentence from a semantically 

interpretable string of words; not a ll meaningful strings of morphemes are grammatical 

sentences. 

Suppose, however, that Speaker B's sentence is a grammatical sentence in Korean, and 

let us continue to follow his argument. "If we pursue Lee's reasoning-that since hata 

appears in negation, it has to be in the deep structure of every sentence, whether negated 

or not- then because of Speaker . H's sentence, every sentence has to have at least three 
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'levels of embedding with three higher hat a verbs in the deep structure." (Oh 1971: 56) 

Then, he says that, since Speaker B's sentence would have 26 as its underlying structure, 

. its affirmative counterpart, sentence 27, must have 28 as its underlying structure. 

26. 

NP 
I 

~ 
NP VP 

s 

I I 
5 N~ 
~vp I I 
I ~ mos ha (~ i ) 

~ " eg V 

NP NP ~P I I I I y ani b (ei) 

. John i yak mek (c i) 

27. John-ka i yak-Iil mek-ilkkayo? 
medicine eat will 

~o] 0] ~% 1:!j ~ 77}-.S...? 

'Will John take this drug? ' 

28. 
NP 

I 
s 

-------------NP VP 
I 
S ----------NP VP 

I 
S 

ha 

~ 
NP NP VP 

I I I 
John i yak mek 

ha 

vi> 
~ r i 

ani ha(lkkal'o) . 

s 

bJ(l kka yo) 

Mr. Oh then says, "Theoretica lly, there is no limit to the possible depth of negative 

·embeddings, and so every sentence should have an unlimited number of hata's in 'its deep 

, structure." (Oh 1971: 56-7) What I cannot really understand is the meaning of "there is 
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no limi t to the possible depth of negative embeddings.'" Mr. Oh struggled to produce a.;: 

sentence with three negatives by providing an appropriate environment and by using ani' 

and mos in turn, but he still came up with a negative sentence which could not be easily 

understood by native speakers of Korean. Since the introduction of the generative-transfor

mationa l theory into linguistics, linguists have loved to use expressions like "theoretically,_ 

such and such." I do not think we can use this expression at this point. 

Next, let us examine 'how Mr. Oh's NEG-INCORPORATION approach deals with. 

Speaker B's sentence. He represents the underl yi ng structure of the sentence as in 29 (L 

have omitted tense specification) . 

29. 

NP 

! 
N~ I V 
s 

~v 
N~ I 
I r r T 

John i ya k mek 

Neg 

mos 

aOl 

s 

V 

T 
I 

arM 

T o generate Speaker B's sentence, Mr. Oh applies his ha-Addition transformation to 29-

three times, each time adding the verb ha just after each Neg. But consider aga in Mr_ 

Oh's translation of the sentence. According to his E nglish translation, the meanings of the 

three ltata 's , combined wi th their respective Neg's, are as fo llows: 

( l) the highest ani-kata means 'wouldn' t ' (uncertainty) 

(2) the middle mos-kata means 'unreasonable to expect' 

(3) the lowest ani-hata means 'would not ' ( past form of the si mple 'will' (future)) 

Mr. Oh claims that his NEG-INCORPORATION approach is based on the generative

semantic theory: in this theory, as I know, the underlying structure of a sentence is . 

supposed to represent the semantic structure of that sentence, and not simply the seman

tica lly interpretable structure of the sentence. If Mr. Oh wants to claim that his approachc 

is a genuine generative semantic approach, I do not think that he may simply add such Ch 

semantica ll y heterogeneous verb ha to a structure. Thus, I believe that whether. Speaker -
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B's sentence is grammatical, as he claims, or not, his argument fai ls to invalidate Lee'sc 

proposal that th verb ha exists in deep structure. After the writer has read Mr. Oh's. 

paper, he accepts the claim that the verb ha is not a Neg-transportable verb, but he is not 

still persuaded to believe that the verb ha must be added to a deep structure by Ha-Addit~on.-

6. Conclusion 

Let us temporari ly put aside the rights and wrongs that we have discussed so far. With 

this in mind, we are going to examine the question of whether to choose Mr. Oh's ha-· 

Addition or Mr. Lee's ha-Deletion. Both transformations as given above are ad hoc syntactic

rules; they are ad hoc in the sense that they are not general enough to be used to account 

for other syntactic processes. Thus, the two syntactic rules equally contribute to the degree · 

of complexity of the grammar. This means that, when we compare only the generality of 

the two rules under examinat ion, it is not an easy job to ' choose one over the other_. 

Accordingly, to make a decision we have to rely on another method. 

Let us here again consider sentences in 1, which I repeat here in 30. 

30. Ca) a i-ka ani-ca-nin-ta. 
baby not sleep 

O}O] 7} oJ-.::<J-t:.j-. 

'The baby does not sleep. ' 

Cb) ai-ka ca-ci ani-ha-nin-ta. 
baby sleep not do 

O}O]7} .::<}.::<] ~i:A. 

'The baby does not sleep.' 

Mr. Oh represents the underlying structure of 30 as in 31, but Mr. Lee, accepting Oh 's. 

proposal that the verb ha is not a Neg-transportable verb, represents it as in 32. 

31. 32. 

s 

~ 

( I 
5 ~eg 

--------------NP V 

ai ca ani 

s 
-----VP 

NP ~ l' "" ' 

3 ' 

5 -------l'l' 
ai ca :l lli 
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· To find out which rule (either ha-Addition or ha-Deletion) is a syntactically motivated rule, 

we have to determine which underlying structure (ei ther 31 or 32) of 30 reveals more 

· about the facts of the language_ 

It is not true, as Mr. Oh claims, that Lee suggests putting the verb ha in the deep 

.'structure of every sentence only to account for sentences such as 30(b) . Consider the 

following sentences: 

33. ai-ka ca-ci-lil ani-ha~nin-ta. 
baby sleep not do 

o}o17} :A}:Al ~ ~~ 4. 

'The baby does not sleep.' 

It seems to me that a descriptively adequate description of Korean negation has to provide 

· a means of explaining naturally the occurrence of the object marker lil in 33. Furthermore, 

· consider sentences such as 34. 

34. (a) ai-ka yeppi-ci-ka ani-ha-ta . 
baby pretty not be 

o}o17} all ~A17} ~4_ 

'The baby is not pretty.' 

(b) ai-ka yeppi-ci-lil ani -ha-ta. 
baby pretty not be 

o}o17} all ~Al~ ~4. 

'The baby is not pretty.' 

,Mr. Oh, however, does not offer a mechanism of explaining or generating sentences like 33 

.and 34, while he provides several pages for negative sentences with the so-called 'contex

tual particles.' To show the superiority of his approach to that of Lee, Mr. Oh must come 

up with a better way of handling the sentences in 33- 5. 

35. *ai-ka ca-ci -ka ani-ha-nin-ta. 

Finally, I want to make it clear that I am not an anti-generative semantist. Rather, I 

· am in favor of the generative-semantic theory over the interpretive theory. Accordingly, 

if 1 had taken the position of NEG-as-a-higher-predicate approach in my papers(Lee 19703 

-and b), I would have represented the underlyi ng structures of 30 and 34 as in 36 and 37, 

:respectiveiy. 
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:36 . 37. 

s s 

--------------NP V 

! I 
~ Neg 

rfP Nlp ______ 

' \ V 

~V 
! I __________ Neg 

T V 

S S -------NP V 

I I 
ai ca ha a i 

------r I 
ai yeppi ha ani ani 
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